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Executive Summary
Transit-Oriented Development in
the Chicago Region, 2000–2010
Mixed-use centers anchored by public transit are essential
to the triple bottom line, or the economic, environmental,
and social sustainability of the Chicago Region. With
the publication of GO TO 2040 in 2010, the Chicago
Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) put forth a
vision to grow the transit-oriented development (TOD)
areas of the Region and make them communities of
choice. In 2012 the Center for Neighborhood Technology
(CNT) built on this vision with the publication of
Prospering In Place, which honored GO TO 2040 for its
commitment to reconnect land use, transportation, and
the economy, and recommended the locations in the
Chicago Region that had the best prospects for growth—
and hence warranted priority access to public and private
resources. Prospering in Place was also a cautionary story of
how a blueprint alone, without a place-based framework
for development, will not reverse the Region’s undesirable
trend toward sprawl and disinvestment. This report
builds on that story, melding those lessons learned with
our new understanding of Regional trends to yield a set of
recommendations to optimize the promise of Chicago’s
historically magnetic transit zones.

Between 2000 and 2010, four of the nation’s five
metropolitan regions with extensive rail transit
systems (those with 325 or more stations)—New York,
Philadelphia, Boston, and San Francisco—achieved
growth and development within their transit zone, or the
land area within one half-mile of their fixed passenger rail
stations. Only Chicago, the fifth region in this extensive
system cohort, saw a decline in development around
transit relative to growth in the broader region. During
the last decade in the Chicago Region, a household’s
typical transportation costs, one of a household’s two
largest expenses, rose at a faster rate than median
household incomes. As a result, Chicago Region residents
are paying higher transportation costs and experiencing
reduced access to jobs. This report compares development
in the areas around the Chicago Region’s passenger rail
transit stations to that of the Chicago Region as a whole,
as well as to its four peer regions with extensive rail
systems on several TOD performance metrics, including
household growth, vehicle miles traveled (VMT), and
jobs. We are conducting this comparison to illustrate how
Chicago compares with national trends and then delving
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Chicago Region transportation costs
rose faster than incomes
into the causes of any shortcomings in order to make
policy recommendations. These recommendations seek
to get the Region on track towards maximizing the return
on public investment in transit and creating a ripple of
benefits for the communities that it serves.
Changes in TOD demographics and development patterns
from 2000 to 2010 were not the same throughout the
Chicago Region. The differences are often explained by
the characteristics of each transit station area. Using the
National TOD Database,1 Transit-Oriented Development
in the Chicago Region: Efficient and Resilient Communities
for the 21st Century evaluates the dynamics of each of the
Region’s 367 CTA and Metra stations and identifies those
transit zones that are performing well: anchoring vital,
walkable communities that possess an affordable, high
quality of life with minimal impact on the environment.
Transit zones that have performed well are the first
step in pointing us in the right direction. They teach
us the importance of setting policies and priorities that
will grow our economy by connecting people to jobs
and strengthening our communities through spatial
efficiency. Understanding the challenges of transit zones
with f lawed development patterns is yet another step. This
report quantifies and qualifies the performance of TOD
in the Chicago Region in order to establish our strengths
and weaknesses in optimizing the tremendous transit
assets that we have.

Our examination recommended that the Chicago Region
needs to make these fundamental commitments:
1. Create TOD zones. A transit zone is an area defined by a
half-mile radius around a fixed rail station. Many of the barriers
to TOD are embedded in the land use policies of local
governments, and are further complicated by regional, state,
and federal policies. Creating TOD zones helps eliminate
barriers to development.
2. Preserve affordable housing. To realize the full regional
benefits of quality transit and TOD, mixed-income housing
must be preserved and expanded in TOD zones. This may be
accomplished through a combination of policies that prioritize
housing assistance to TOD communities and enforce existing
state requirements for affordable housing in all communities.

3. Match jobs and transit. Many limitations of metropolitan
Chicago’s transit system—as well as high transportation costs,
traffic congestion, and air pollution—stem from job centers
moving away from mixed-income neighborhoods. A more efficient
and healthier pattern may be established through systematic efforts
to expand transit services to job centers, site new employers in
existing transit-served communities, and promote incentives to
commute through transit, biking, or walking.
4. Provide alternatives to car ownership. Even dedicated
transit users often are forced to buy cars to meet transportation
needs that transit cannot efficiently fill. To provide alternatives
to car ownership, the Region should support the growth of carsharing services, build more extensive bicycle infrastructure,
and establish more pedestrian-friendly streetscapes.
5. Prioritize TOD across agencies. While public agencies can
set favorable conditions for TOD, public investments of more
than $1 billion are needed through 2040 to remove impediments
to redevelopment and attract the much larger private investments
that will build the mixed-income housing, mixed-use buildings,
and functioning businesses that constitute TODs.2 Coordinated
priorities and investments among a range of public agencies are
needed to generate these effective public investments.

By taking these actions, transit and transit-oriented
development can become the pillars of the Chicago Region’s
economic development strategy over the next decade,
improving the Region’s competitiveness and making it a
better place to live and work.
©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY
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WHY DOES TOD MATTER?
Benefits of TOD
The benefits of TOD are many. Individuals, communities,
local governments, and businesses in the Chicago Region
all receive value from TOD. The Center for Transit-Oriented
Development (CTOD) describes some of the benefits of welldesigned TOD as follows:
1.

Reduced household driving and thus lowered regional
congestion, air pollution, and greenhouse gas emissions

2. Walkable communities that accommodate more healthy
and active lifestyles
3. Increased transit ridership for trips to work and fare
revenue
4. Potential for added value created through increased and/
or sustained property values where transit investments
have occurred
5. Improved access to jobs and economic opportunity for
low-income people and working families
6. Expanded mobility choices that reduce dependence on
the automobile, reduce transportation costs, and free up
household income for other purposes 3
These benefits convey the potential of TOD. Transit-Oriented

Development in the Chicago Region: Efficient and Resilient
Communities for the 21st Century compares this potential with
the reality of TOD development in the Region. It tracks the
performance of the Region’s 3674 fixed Metra and Chicago
Transit Authority (CTA) rail stations and station areas that
were operating from 2000 to 2010. It asks whether these
zones are attracting households more successfully than the
Region as a whole and whether residents near transit take full
advantage of this transportation asset.

4		
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Introduction
What is Transit-Oriented
Development?
The concept of TOD was defined by planners in the 1980s
who sought to develop communities with mixed land uses,
dense residential development, and high-quality pedestrian
connections. According to the Center for Transit-Oriented
Development (CTOD), “Transit-oriented development, or
TOD, is a type of community development that includes a
mixture of housing, office, retail and/or other commercial
development and amenities integrated into a walkable
neighborhood and located within a half-mile of quality public
transportation.”5 TOD’s mix of residential, retail, office,
open space, and public land uses in a walkable environment
make it convenient for residents and employees to travel
by transit, bicycle, foot, or car. This dense mix of uses is
designed to attract residents, workers, and visitors.
TOD is not only about proximity to transit; the Regional
Transportation Authority (RTA) defines TOD as “Moderate
to high density, mixed use communities generally located
within a half-mile radius (10 minute walk) of a rail or bus
station designed to maximize walkability and transit access.”
CNT estimates that in 2012 typical annual car ownership per
vehicle in the Chicago Region cost $8,946,6 as compared with
transit costs of $1,032, a difference of $7,914. The benefits of
transit use also include an increased quality of life,7 enhanced
social capital, and a healthier environment, to name a few.
TOD is the product of intelligent urban design and growth;
it is an antidote to traffic congestion, a reversal of suburban
sprawl, and a tool to reverse inner city blight.
TOD is characterized, in part, by its dense and compact
nature. TOD includes a mix of housing, retail, and institutional and other land uses that are near each other so that
people can walk, bike, or easily reach them by transit. TOD
locates destinations within easy and affordable access at a
fraction of the cost of using an automobile.

©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY

TOD In The Region
The Chicago Region has been concentrating its development
around transportation since the 1850s; first there were
horse-drawn trolleys, then street cars and then rapid transit
and buses. Chicago’s development has always been oriented
around transit. One of Chicago’s first elevated rail lines,
the Lake Street “L,” was constructed in 1894 by developers
intent on drawing residents to their Garfield Park development. “L” stations became the anchors of neighborhood
shopping districts, providing a predictable, steady stream of
customers. Developers located multi-family buildings near
“L” stops, giving their tenants ready access to jobs. The “L”
was the mobility backbone of Chicago.
With the end of World War II, the United States embarked on
a prolonged love affair with the car, constructing an interstate
highway system to speed up the commute between the city
and the suburbs. Auto ownership skyrocketed—and transit
systems were allowed to deteriorate. By 1958, Chicago’s
extensive streetcar system had been dismantled in favor of
buses, but the rail system, fortunately, continued to move
tens of thousands of Chicagoans every day.
Thirty years ago, the City of Chicago announced its
intention to tear down the Lake Street elevated “L” train
line. The response to this plan was a watershed for transit
in the Chicago Region. Residents of Chicago’s West Side
and Oak Park came together to fight for the preservation of
the “L.” Bethel New Life and the Center for Neighborhood
Technology created Chicago’s first Transit-Oriented
Development Plan for the Pulaski “L” Stop to demonstrate
what the transit-centered revitalization of that neighborhood
could accomplish.
Transit is valued throughout the Chicago Region. A recent
study conducted by the real estate agency RE/MAX found
that Chicago suburbs with Metra train service saw home
prices rebound by 2012 at greater rates than the suburbs
as a whole.8 The study also found that the decline in home
sales for suburbs with Metra service was smaller than in the
suburbs as a whole. TOD in the Region has thrived even in
the housing market downturn. Suburban developers have
5
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reported that suburban infill development near Metra
stations has been a successful building pattern because
people want to live near transit. While transit has been an
asset, the expansion of the Chicago Region has disconnected
transportation, land use and economy from one another.
Suburban sprawl has complicated the role that transit service
plays in our daily routines. The RTA understands this
complexity and believes that TOD is an effective strategy
to address the growing divide in population, employment,
recreation and home.
The RTA is committed to providing a public transportation
system that protects the environment and supports the
livability and economic vitality of the Region. The RTA has
demonstrated that commitment, in part, by its extensive
TOD initiatives throughout the Region, including:
The Regional TOD Working Group was formed by the RTA in
June 2008 to provide a forum for regional government and
nonprofit agencies to discuss and coordinate numerous TOD
initiatives underway in the Region. The Working Group meets
quarterly, with its primary focus on TOD implementation
strategies and efforts, and a secondary focus on planning efforts.
Strategies and initiatives developed by the Working Group guide
the RTA’s work plan related to TOD.

Setting the Stage for Transit Guide. Local communities can
be proactive in creating an environment conducive to transit
through transit supportive planning and by channeling
local financial investments into transit service. To be more
competitive for increased transit service, communities are
encouraged to plan for transit by supporting development that
has sufficient densities, mix of land uses, and available land for
transit facilities. The RTA created the Setting the Stage for Transit
guide as a resource for municipal officials looking to make their
communities more transit-friendly.
6		

TOD Value Capture. The RTA created Tools and Techniques for
Facilitating Effective TOD Value Capture – A White Paper, which
identifies best practices of transit agencies from around the
country that have sought to capture enhanced land values
resulting from transit service and leverage it for investment in
the transit system.

Policies. The RTA Board of Directors adopted a Housing and
Jobs Policy as an amendment to the RTA’s Strategic Plan in
September 2009, and a Transit-Oriented Development
(TOD) Policy in November 2010. These policies address
improving the spatial disconnect between job centers and
housing in the Region by advancing TOD to provide mixed-use
development and mixed-income housing near transit centers.
The goals of the policies have been incorporated into the
Community Planning Program’s evaluation criteria.
Streamlining the Entitlement Process for TOD. The RTA
created a best practices report that outlines ways to streamline
the entitlement (or approval process) for TOD projects. This
document can be used by communities as a guide to explore
ways to adjust and reduce the submittal and review requirements
for development proposals.

TOD Funding Sources. The RTA provides a list of available
funding sources to help implement TOD, the Municipal Funding
Opportunities for Transit-Oriented Development, which includes
local, regional, state, federal, and private foundation sources
which is updated twice a year.

TOD Parking and Access Report. The RTA created Access and
Parking Strategies for Transit-Oriented Development as a resource
for municipal officials looking for innovative strategies to
support multi-modal access to their transit station and the
surrounding TOD area. While providing parking options in
these areas is important, this guide focuses first on assessing
multi-modal access strategies as a whole and placing a priority
on pedestrian, bicycle and transit access. The RTA has also
produced an associated PowerPoint for municipal staff to utilize
in explaining the principles of the Access and Parking Strategies
REGIONAL TOD ANALYSIS

Performance Measures
Report. The PowerPoint concisely summarizes the main points
of the report and provides talking points for the presenter.

TOD: The Future of Development. The RTA created a
brochure promoting the importance of transit-oriented development. The brochure describes TOD’s target demographics and
positive effect on housing, retail, office and restaurant markets,
and developer testimonials on the increased interest in TOD.

Development in the Chicago transit shed (the half-mile
radius around all of the Region’s train stations) has not
performed as well over the last ten years as transit sheds in
peer regions. If the Chicago Region had robust regional
transit-oriented development, we would see the transit shed
compared with the Region as a whole characterized by:

Zoning and TOD. The RTA created Zoning and Transit-Oriented

Increased number of households living in transit zones;

Development: A Best Practices Report outlining the most common
types of zoning ordinances and the best practices of each as
related to TOD. This document can be used as a guide for
communities to help further implement TOD by incorporating
transit-supportive zoning regulations and standards in their
transit area.

Lower transportation costs and Vehicle Miles Traveled
(VMT); and

RTAMS Transit-Oriented Development Map Viewer, an
interactive online tool that maps the development of ongoing
and completed RTA TOD Studies.
TOD helps to maximize the use of the existing transit
system and increase ridership for trips to work. TOD should
encourage growth in corridors that connect vibrant and
interconnected centers, discourage sprawl, and reduce the
cost of new infrastructure. The Region’s rich TOD legacy
can be the basis for future development.

Increased employment opportunities.

The reality, however, has been very different:
The Chicago transit shed lost households from 2000 to 2010;
The Chicago transit shed did indeed have lower household
VMT than the regional average, but over the past decade
household VMT rose in all parts of the Region, including near
transit; and
Though all areas lost jobs in the past decade due to the
nationwide economic decline, the Chicago transit shed lost jobs
at a rate almost three times faster than regional losses.

In order to evaluate the performance of the Metra and CTA
stations in the Chicago Region and find ways to improve
their performance going forward, this study analyzes these
trends and others to determine how well Chicago’s TODs
provide economic vitality, sustainability, and equity, as
well as location efficiency. Compact neighborhoods with
walkable streets, access to transit, and a wide variety of stores
and services have high location efficiency. These features
represent TOD best practices because they require less time,
money, and greenhouse gas emissions for residents to meet
their everyday travel requirements.

M ET R A U N ION STAT ION E N T R A NCE
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Methodology
Evaluating TOD Performance in
the Chicago Regions
This report uses data from three different geographies:
Transit Zone is the half-mile buffer around each transit
station. One half-mile (radius) is widely considered a walkable
distance to a fixed guideway (rail) transit station. The TOD
Database allows the user to query transit zones for existing
stations, potential stations, and both in tandem.
Transit Shed is a group of transit zones. It can be made up
of selected stations, an entire line, an entire agency, or all
stations in the transit region. An important feature of transit
shed statistics is that when two transit zones overlap, the
transit shed does not double count the data. Transit shed
data are available for both existing and potential stations
and a combination of the two. For the purpose of this report,
the transit shed has been defined as 367 Metra and Chicago
Transit Authority (CTA) stations, the number of stations that
were in operation in 2010 that were also in operation in the
year 2000. Comparisons of 2000 data with 2010 data in this
report are based on these 367 stations.

allows for more consistency when aggregating data with
different geographical bases (e.g. TIGER 2000, TIGER 2009,
TIGER 2010, etc.). For the purposes of this report, the Chicago
Transit Region has been defined as the six Northeastern
Illinois counties (Cook, DuPage, Kane, Lake, McHenry, and
Will) that encompass the RTA service area. These six counties
contain all of the fixed guideway stations in the Metra and
CTA system. When data is represented for comparison across
regions, the Chicago Region is defined by a larger region that
also includes DeKalb, Grundy and Kendall counties. These
additional three counties are not included in Chicago’s transit
shed for this study and are excluded from Region to transit shed
comparisons. This yields a slight variation in the Chicago data
when looking at it on a regional level (Region versus transit
shed) as compared to national peers (Chicago Region and
transit shed versus that of other regions).

Transit Regions (hereafter referred to as regions) are
comprised of a number of counties, typically those that contain
the majority of the region’s transit system. Using counties

T H E CH IC AG O R EGION T R A NSI T SH E D IS COM POSE D OF 367
STAT IONS T H AT SPA N ACROSS SI X I L L I NOIS COU N T I E S.
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This report also compares the Chicago Region with the four
peer US regions with extensive transit systems—New York
City, Philadelphia, Boston, and San Francisco.9 CNT defines
transit systems by the number of stations as follows:
Extensive:
Large:
Medium:
Small:

325 – 951 stations
72 – 151 stations
25 – 67 stations
fewer than 25 stations

Chicago and its peer regions all have more than 325
stations and are referred to as “extensive systems”
throughout this report.
Percentage Change versus Change in Percentage Points
In this report, change is presented in three ways: as absolute
change, percentage change, and change in percentage points.
Percentage should be thought of as the size of a slice of the
pie. It is appropriate to use percentage points when the data
compared between 2000 and 2010 is already a percentage.
This is the case for Housing and Transportation (H+T®)
Affordability Index data and for transit mode share (i.e.
percentage of population who use public transportation for
trips to work).

National TOD Database and the US Census Data
The Center for Transit-Oriented Development’s (CTOD)
TOD Database provides data on every existing and proposed
fixed guideway transit station area in the United States (as
of October 2011). It has nearly 70,000 data characteristics
for 4,416 existing stations and 1,583 proposed stations in
54 metros, for the households and housing units within a
walkable one half-mile and one quarter-mile radius transit
zone of each station. Data in this report from the National
TOD Database are derived the following US Census data
sources:
US Decennial Census 2000
Summary File 1
Summary File 3

US Decennial Census 2010
Summary File 1

American Community Survey (ACS), 2005-09
Five-Year Estimates (a proxy for 2010 data)
ACS is an ongoing survey that gathers detailed population
and housing data every year. It replaced the long form of the
Census. The 5-Year Estimates are rolling averages of data
collected between 2005 and 2009. ACS data is aggregated
from block groups and tracts. This data serves as a proxy for
the 2010 decennial Census data until it becomes available.

Local Employment Dynamics, 2002- 2009
LED is a voluntary partnership between the Federal Census
Bureau and state labor market information agencies. The
employment (jobs) data comes from this source.

More information on these data sources and how they
inform the National TOD database can be found at
http://toddata.cnt.org.

NORT HSI DE CH IC AG O
N E IGH BOR HOOD

Photo Credit: Clint Bautz
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Analysis
Household Growth Not Keeping Up in Transit Zones
Household Changes
The rate of growth in the number of households was greater in the entire Chicago Region than in Chicago’s transit shed. This
contrasts with our peer regions where household growth occurred disproportionately around transit stations.

Change in Number of Households by Percentage 2000-2010
20%

Percentage Change

18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%

Region

2%

Shed

0%

Boston

Chicago

New York

Philadelphia

San Francisco

C H IC AG O R EGION A N D CH IC AG O T R A NSI T SH E DS A R E DE F I N E D BY A L A RGE R SET OF COU N T I E S W H E N DATA IS COM PA R E D W I T H OT H E R R EGIONS.

Source: National TOD Database: http://toddata.cnt.org

Urban sprawl has continued to be the dominant development
pattern in the Chicago Region, with households increasingly
dispersed around the Region and a growing proportion of
the Region’s households living more than a half-mile from
a transit station. Between 2000 and 2010, the number of
households in the Chicago Region increased 5.8 percent,
while households in the transit shed increased just 2.1
percent. Though households increased in number, Chicago’s
Transit shed lost population—an effect explained in part by
shrinking average household sizes.

Part of the lower rate of household growth can be attributed
to the Chicago Housing Authority’s Plan for Transformation
that eliminated 18,366 units in the City of Chicago. Fifteen
thousand and forty-nine of these eliminated housing units
were located within a half-mile of a CTA or Metra station.
More than one-third of these housing units (5,703) were
occupied. Considering that the transit shed added just over
9,000 households over the study period, this loss of nearly
6,000 households significantly affected the housing stock
growth rate.

A greater proportion of people in the Chicago Region
are living more than a half-mile from transit stations, making
urban sprawl the dominant development pattern in the Region.
10		
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O c to b e r 1 9 9 9
Total
CHA Units*

Occupied
CHA Units

D e ce m b e r 2 0 1 0
Total
CHA Units*

Occupied
CHA Units

Total
CHA Residents
(individuals)

CHA units located within one halfmile of a CTA or Metra station

26,611

15,552

11,562

9,849

16,194

CHA units NOT located within one
half-mile of a CTA or Metra station

13,566

10,011

10,249

6,135

13,757

GRAND TOTAL

40,177

25,563

21,811

15,984

29,951

*I NCLU DE S OF F L I N E U N I TS T H AT A R E OF F L I N E LONG -T E R M OR SL AT E D FOR DE MOL I T ION

Source: Chicago Housing Authority 2012

Downtown Chicago gained population, but on a county-wide
basis the highest population growth rates in the Region
occurred in the collar counties: Will, Lake, Kane, and
McHenry. By 2012, the Chicago Region’s transit assets,
however, are concentrated elsewhere: 306 of 384 (80 percent)
of the Region’s CTA and Metra train stations are located in
Cook County. The Region’s strongest population growth

is occurring beyond the reach of the rail transit system.
The reality is that today our transit system can no longer
directly serve much of its population. This challenge is
addressed by RTA initiatives; their report Setting the Stage
for Transit encourages the development of transit supportive
communities that make strategic land use investments and
set planning goals that connect people with transit.

C A BR I N I GR E E N, 20 0 8

Photo Credit: Flickr User
TheeErin, CC License
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POPU L AT ION GROW T H OU TSI DE OF
COOK COU N T Y

While Chicago’s Loop—a portion of
Cook County—saw significant growth in
population, Cook County as a whole saw a
loss of 3.4%. With much of the population
and household growth happening in
counties that hold only 20% of the Region’s
rail stations, expanded TOD in these
collar counties offers opportunities to
increase transit connectivity to the rest of
the Region.

Average household size (average population per household)
between 2000 and 2010 decreased throughout the Chicago
Region by about two percent while average household size in
the transit shed decreased over five percent. This indicates
that the households near transit are increasingly single
individuals, couples without children living at home, and
other small family types. This may be because many TOD
12		

developments have featured small one- and two-bedroom
condos marketed to empty nesters and young professionals.
Going forward, it is important to ensure the Chicago Region
is enabling a wide range of household types to access the
benefits of living near transit for reasons of both economic
equity and Regional competitiveness.

REGIONAL TOD ANALYSIS

Channge in Number of People per HH

Change in Average Household Size 2000-2010
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Source: National TOD Database: http://toddata.cnt.org

Percent Change in Family and Non-Family Households 2000-2010
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CH IC AG O R EGION A N D CH IC AG O T R A NSI T SH E DS A R E DE F I N E D BY A L A RGE R SET OF COU N T I E S W H E N DATA IS COM PA R E D W I T H OT H E R R EGIONS.

Source: National TOD Database: http://toddata.cnt.org

Chicago’s decrease in average household size far surpassed
that of all of its peer regions. Throughout the nation, there
has been a significant rise in single-person households,
particularly in transit zones, which lowers the average
household size. In 1950, nine percent of Americans lived
alone; today that figure is 14 percent. Changing social
structures and financial prosperity have made it possible for
©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY

people to live alone at rates that were not possible in earlier
times. Those small households are choosing to live near
transit. It is important to the Region’s future that families of
all sizes be able to access the benefits of living near transit,
so future TOD planning and incentives should continue to
promote development of larger homes and affordable housing
to balance out the trends of the past decade.10
13

Cost of Living
Over the decade, Chicago’s Regional annual housing costs
increased by $3,579 (28 percent) from $12,741 to $16,338 per
year. In the transit shed, housing costs increased by $2,751
(19 percent) from $14,744 to $17,495.11 Communities that
saw additional TOD growth typically added units at the high
end of the market, such as luxury condominiums marketed to
affluent empty nesters.
However, even as housing costs rose, incomes also rose. The
cost of housing as a percentage of household income housing
decreased by 1.1 percentage points in the Region and rose
by just 1.4 percentage points (based on national data, which
is defined by a larger geography) in the transit shed. In three
of the five extensive systems (Boston, Chicago, and New
York), housing costs in the transit shed increased as a share of
median incomes at rates significantly higher than that of their
respective regions. An increase in the cost of housing can
benefit communities as it represents the capture of value of

the location efficiency of those places by the housing market,
and it can result in increased property tax revenue. However,
this needs to be balanced with the inclusion of affordable
housing around transit stations to ensure that the Region’s
low- and moderate-income households can benefit from the
Region’s investment in public transit, as well.
Transit access is a valuable amenity. It makes the land
surrounding transit stations more valuable than land outside
of the transit shed. Affordable housing is threatened by
replacement by more expensive housing options, displacing
those who cannot afford to pay premium rates to live
near transit and the amenities that transit zones offer.
Preservation of affordable housing contributes to job access
for many households. The increase in the cost for housing
in the transit shed constitutes an urgent call for the Chicago
Region to focus affordable housing development around
transit stations.
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Benefits of Transit Are Not Equitably Distributed
Optimally, the transit shed population should be representative of the Region, including young people, seniors, families,
singles, and households of all backgrounds. The data shows, however, that over the last decade Chicago’s transit shed has
become less diverse.

Income
The average household income in transit zones in the
Chicago Region increased by 27 percent or $12,348 over the
past decade. The Chicago Region as a whole experienced a
smaller 18 percent increase in median income of $9,312. The
divergence in median income between the transit shed and
the Region may indicate that the transit shed is gentrifying,
potentially displacing low- and moderate-income households.
Transit should be an economic benefit accessible to all
of the Region’s residents, but low- and moderate-income
households, already with the fewest options, need transit
access the most. Yet over the past decade, development
around transit stations has skewed toward middle and upperincome households. Suburban towns interviewed for this

project added units near transit over the last decade at price
points from $250,000 to $500,000 and up, often marketed
towards young professionals and wealthy empty nesters
looking to downsize, but continue to build equity through
real estate investment.

The transit shed may be
gentrifying, potentially
displacing low- and moderateincome households.
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In three of four of Chicago’s peer regions, median household
incomes within a half-mile of train stations increased more
than the regional median. The trend of increased household
income near transit is not just an issue in Chicago, but the

disparity between the increase of Chicago’s Regional median
income and that of its transit shed was larger than any of its
peers. Chicago’s transit shed median income grew nearly
nine percent more than the Region’s.
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Families
The percentage of American households with children under
18 living at home hit a half-century low of 46 percent in 2008.
During the study period, the Chicago Region lost 1.5 percent
of its households with children; by 2010, only 33 percent
of households had children under 18. The transit shed lost
2.3 percent of its households with children during this same
period; by 2010, 26 percent of its households were homes
to children. The greatest loss came in transit shed rental
households with children, which decreased by 2.8 percent.
This loss is more than double the 1.3 percent regional loss
rate for households with children. For owner occupied
households with children, the Region saw a loss of 0.3 percent
but the transit shed gained 0.5 percent.
Another troubling trend is that families were represented
in fewer TOD households in 2010 than in 2000. Over the
last decade within the transit shed, family households

decreased by nearly 22,000 (five percent), while the Region
saw a small increase of 0.2 percent in the same time period.
This means that family households likely saw an increase in
transportation costs. Family households with children are
not thought by developers to be the optimal TOD residents;
singles, millennials, and seniors are often thought to be the
more ideal occupants for transit-adjacent living. Based on
our interviews, we found that this is because developers have
found that it is expensive to build 2-3 bedroom multi-family
housing units large enough to house these families. Family
households are among the primary beneficiaries of public
transit when it is accessible, because they can use it for trips to
work, school, and/or other local destinations at a fraction of
the cost of automobile transport. Family access to affordable
housing needs to become a regional priority.
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Renters and Owners
Between 2000 and 2010 there was a decrease of 15,095 rental
households (–3.4 percent) within the transit shed compared
with an increase of 28,768 (2.8 percent) in the Region as a
whole. Towns experiencing TOD development have often
been more supportive of new condominiums and townhomes
than new rental apartments, even when the new units rent
at market rate or higher. This, combined with conversion
of existing apartments to condominiums, may have led to a
decrease in the total number of rental households.
The data shows a trend of fewer rental units near train
stations which may mean a restriction of opportunities for
less-affluent families to locate in TODs. Despite the condo
boom in the 2000s, which tapered off by 2010, we have
seen a resurgence of rental units in TOD since then. Rental
units have been more successful than condo units in communities including Berwyn, Orland Park, and Tinley Park.
Since existing condos are not succeeding in the current
housing market, communities in the Region have become
more open to approving the development of buildings
planned for rental living.

M ET R A DOW N TOW N

Photo Credit: Flickr User Anarchosyn, CC License
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Changes in
Transportation Patterns
Transit Ridership for Trips to Work Not Keeping Up
Ridership for trips to work in the Region’s transit shed rose
only slightly between 2000 and 2010, rather than becoming
an ever more robust mobility option for the Region’s
residents. Over the past 10 years, there has been a 0.30
percentage point increase in transit ridership for trips to
work among residents within a half-mile of a train station,
compared to a Chicago Regional decrease in transit ridership
for trips to work of 0.03 percentage points.
In Chicago’s peer regions, transit ridership for trips to
work increased an average of 0.60 percentage points within
the Transit shed and, on average, 0.62 percentage points

region-wide. This indicates that Chicago’s transit ridership
for trips to work could be growing much faster than it has,
both among TOD households and throughout the Region.
Chicago is the only Region among its peers that saw a loss in
transit ridership for trips to work on a Regional level. This
suggests an opportunity to promote transit to current TOD
residents, and implement policies and programs to ensure
that residents that move to the Region’s TODs in the coming
decade make full use of the Chicago Region’s substantial
transit investments.

Chicago is the only Region that saw a loss
in transit ridership for trips to work.
Change in Percentage Points for Transit Ridership
Trips to Work 2000-2010
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Percent Change in Vehicle Miles Traveled

Percentage Change for VMT in Extensive Transit Systems 2000-2010
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VMT is Lower, but Increasing Faster in the Transit Shed as Compared to the Region
In the Chicago transit shed, average household annual
vehicle miles travelled (VMT) is lower than average, but
increased 14.6 percent, compared to 13.3 percent for the
Region as a whole. People who live within a half-mile of
a rail station increased their annual driving mileage by a
larger proportion of the overall Region. We do not know
with certainty why this trend is occurring, but we do know
that the transit shed of Chicago, as well as that of the other
extensive Regions, have higher median household incomes.
This could mean higher car ownership and miles travelled,
but further research is needed to fully understand the trend.
This is troubling, as proximity to transit, as we have seen, is
a valuable amenity. People who live nearby should be taking
advantage of it more and driving less. These data show
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that over the past decade the population with the greatest
access to transit still drive less per year than other Regional
residents, but driving has increased at a faster rate among this
group. This was the case in all four of the other regions with
extensive systems as well.
In recent years the nation has seen resurgence in transit
ridership for trips to work. After decades of decline, public
transportation ridership for trips to work grew 36 percent
from 1995 through 2008, almost three times the growth
rate of the US population (14 percent) and substantially
more than the growth for VMT on our nation’s streets and
highways (21 percent) over the same period.12

REGIONAL TOD ANALYSIS
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Transportation Costs Are Not Increasing as Quickly Within the Transit Shed
Transportation costs in the transit shed were significantly
lower than transportation costs in the Region as a whole.
Within the transit shed, they also increased at a slower rate.
Between 2000 and 2010, average annual household transportation costs for residents of the Chicago Region increased by
$3,282 (38 percent) from $8,730 per year to $12,012 per year.
In the transit shed, transportation costs increased $2,324 (31
percent) from $7,416 per year to $9,740 per year.13
Both the Chicago Region and the Chicago transit shed
saw transportation costs rise as a percentage of incomes.
Transportation costs in the transit shed continued to
represent a smaller percentage of median incomes and rose
at a slower rate, showing the transportation cost savings for
residents of the transit shed.
In 2010, residents living in a transit zone spent $2,272 less
on household transportation expenses as compared to the
Region. Households living within the transit shed typically
enjoy lower transportation costs because residents have
©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY

the option to use public transit, walk, and bicycle, and they
typically have access to destinations that are closer together.
Altogether, this results in the need for fewer cars, fewer
miles of driving, and less impact on household budgets
from increases in gas prices and other transportation
costs. Between 2000 and 2010, the cost of transportation
as a proportion of regional household income increased
by 2.6 percentage points in the Region as compared to 1.3
percentage points in the transit shed. This speaks to the
significant impact on transportation costs of transit ridership
for trips to work. While VMT rose faster in the transit shed,
the transportation costs rose more slowly in the shed as
compared to the Region. This suggests that even though the
VMT rose in the shed more rapidly than in the Region, the
overall cost of transportation rose more slowly within the
transit shed, likely due to transit ridership for trips to work,
which is a more affordable transportation option. In other
regions, the same was true: transportation costs increased at
a slower rate in the transit shed than they did in the transit
Region. This is what TOD strives to achieve.
21
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H+T Costs Remain Lower in Transit Shed,
but Are Increasing Faster
Combining the costs of housing and transportation and
understanding the proportion of incomes required to pay
for them reveals the true costs to households of living in a
particular place. In the Chicago Region, households living
in transit zones saw the combined cost of housing and
transportation increase more as a proportion of household
income than in the whole Region (three percentage points
versus one percentage point, respectively). Despite its higher
rate of increase over the decade, these major costs of living
remained significantly lower in the transit shed as compared
to the Region as a whole. This is yet another demonstration of
the cost savings and benefits of living within a transit shed.
For three of Chicago’s four peer regions, housing and
transportation costs also increased more rapidly in the
transit shed than in the Region. In three of the five extensive
systems (Boston, Chicago, and New York), the housing costs
in the transit shed increased as a share of median incomes at
rates significantly greater than that of the Region. Chicago’s
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Chicago saw the largest growth
in the H+T cost disparity between
its transit shed and Region

BNSF A MT R A K YA R DS SOU T HSI DE CH IC AG O

Photo Credit: Flickr User Mike Miley, CC License

10-year change in H+T costs as a percentage of income was
unique among its peers. Chicago saw the largest growth in
the H+T cost disparity between its transit shed and Region:
the Chicago transit shed saw an increase of 2.8 percentage
points while the Region saw an increase of 1.6 percentage
points. Chicagoland’s transit shed experienced a trend of a
combined housing and transportation costs rising faster than
the Region over the past decade. If this trend continues it
means moderate- and lower-income households (i.e. young
singles, families, renters, affordable housing beneficiaries)
will increasingly have difficulty living in the transit shed.
Policies should be enacted to ensure that affordability
issues do not financially exclude those who want to live near
transit and contribute to ridership for trips to work. Overall
the data shows that transit creates value for communities
by making them desirable and competitive places to own a
home, increasing property values and benefitting the larger
community through tax revenues near transit.
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WHAT IS THE H+T INDEX?
The Center for Neighborhood Technology’s Housing and Transportation (H+T®)
Affordability Index provides a more comprehensive way of thinking about the cost of
housing and transportation true affordability. The Index is the only tool of its kind that
examines transportation costs at a neighborhood level. It allows users to view housing
and transportation data as maps, charts, and statistics for nearly 900 metropolitan and
micropolitan areas— covering 89 percent of the US population.
The H+T Index shows that transportation costs vary between and within regions,
depending on neighborhood characteristics. People who live in location-efficient
neighborhoods— compact, mixed-use areas with convenient access to jobs, services,
transit, and amenities— tend to have lower transportation costs. People who live in
location-inefficient places that require automobiles for most trips are more likely to
have high transportation costs.
The traditional measure of affordability recommends that housing cost no more
than 30 percent of income. Under this view, 76 percent of US neighborhoods
are considered “affordable” to the national typical household. That benchmark,
however, ignores transportation costs, which are typically a household’s secondlargest expenditure. The H+T Index offers an expanded view of affordability, one
that combines housing and transportation costs and sets the benchmark at no more
than 45 percent of household income. Under this view, the number of affordable
neighborhoods drops to 28 percent, resulting in a net loss of 86,000 neighborhoods
that Americans can truly afford.
The H+T Index data have implications for consumers, planners, and policy makers. The
Applications page of the website has more information about how the data can and
have been used across the country.
Throughout the evolution of the H+T Index model, the key finding remains the
same: household transportation costs are highly correlated with urban environment
characteristics when controlling for household characteristics. For more information or to
use the H+T Index please visit our website http://htaindex.cnt.org/.
Using a National Typical Household allows results to be directly compared with
other metropolitan regions by holding income, average household size, and
commuters constant.
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Based on the 2005–2009 H+T Model, the characteristics of the National Typical
Household in this report are:
•  Income = $51,425
•  Average household size = 2.6
•  Commuters = 1.15
To put this in a local perspective, the Chicago-Naperville-Joliet metropolitan area
Regional Typical Household characteristics are:
•  Income = $60,289
•  Average household size = 2.73
•  Commuter = 1.23

Using H+T Affordability Index Data to Compare Datasets Over Time
The recent release of the 2009 H+T Index (using 2005-2009 American
Community Survey five-year estimates) represents the first time that the full Index has
been expanded and updated to cover a new time period. With this release, there has
been great interest in comparing the two Index datasets to assess how housing and
transportation costs have changed over the time period.
However, due to differences in the data reported in the 2000 Census and the 20052009 American Community Survey (ACS), the 2000 H+T Index and the 2009
H+T Index are not immediately comparable. To enable comparisons to be made
between the 2000 H+T Index and the 2009 H+T Index, this dataset compiles Index
values from the two time periods in a comparable format.
Because the Index is constructed for a fixed, typical household, it is important that
the characteristics defining this household are derived from the same geographic
area for the two time periods. Because statistical areas are constantly changing and
being redefined, regional statistics do not provide a consistent source on which to fix
household characteristics. Therefore, for the H+T Index comparison dataset, national
values (national median income, national average household size, and national
average commuters per household) are used to define the typical household for each
time period.
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Changes in Jobs
Transit Shed Loses Jobs Faster Than Region
The Chicago Region’s job market saw a loss rate (-1.3
percent) nearly three times higher in the transit shed than
in the Region as a whole (-0.5 percent), an alarming trend.
Ideally, the development pattern in transit zones should
result in an increase in the number of mixed-use spaces and
employment opportunities.

their impact on transit is much greater. Almost 60 percent of
all transit trips are for work.14 In September 2012, 12 million

of the CTA’s 20 million boardings were work-related. Rush
hour travel behaviors shape peak travel demand. Historically,
Chicago had one major job center, Chicago’s Loop; travelers
would leave from their low-density residential communities
and travel to the highly dense downtown for work. This
The Chicago Region kept pace with other extensive systems
development pattern has diminished with the development
in terms of transit shed job capture rate. In 2009, the Chicago
of multiple, if smaller, job centers outside of the downtown,
transit shed was home to 33 percent of the Region’s jobs
however in many cases new satellite job centers have been
compared with Philadelphia’s transit shed that held 32
developed in locations underserved by transit, which is
percent of its jobs and New York’s transit shed that held 45
restricting employment to those who own cars and are willing
percent of its Region’s jobs. Understanding the connection
to drive to work.
between transit and jobs is essential to maximize the
economic potential of the transit shed. While work-related
Job sprawl exacerbates household unaffordability. Low- and
trips make up only 18 percent of all trip types nationwide,
moderate-income households15 often move to areas far
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removed from jobs and public transportation in search
of lower-cost housing. What results is an increase in
dependency on car ownership, longer driving distances
to work, and higher transportation costs. Lower income
households are better served by homes in transit zones and by
employment centers well connected by public transportation.
One of the key trends in job centers in recent decades is
that they are often located in auto-oriented, suburban
communities that are on the edge or just outside of
metropolitan regions. According to a Brookings Institution
report, between 1998 and 2006 jobs shifted away from major
metropolitan cores and out to the suburbs.16 The same has
been true of population: the largest growth (outside of the
central business district) has been captured in collar counties
of large metropolitan regions. Over the last half-century,

jobs have scattered throughout regions, decentralizing from
central business districts and succumbing to sprawl. The
proportion of jobs located at the core of metropolitan areas
has decreased as these jobs have moved out to employment
centers along highways in suburban locations.17 Nationally,
most of the jobs that were added to the transit shed were due
to transit zone transit expansion, rather than the creation of
new jobs near pre-existing train stations.
The Brookings report also found that when the metropolitan
area has high rates of job sprawl, low- and moderate-income
populations are more suburbanized; in other words, poor
people follow jobs. This report also found that employment
decentralization is highest for manufacturing (77.4 percent)
and lowest for skill-intensive service industries (66.9 percent).

L EV EL S OF SU BU R BA N I Z AT ION BY POV E RT Y STAT US A N D JOB SPR AW L I N DE X, 20 0 6 -20 07.

Source: Raphael, Steven, and Michael A. Stoll. Job Sprawl and the Suburbanization of Poverty (Washington D.C.: Brookings, 2010).
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Employment Sprawl Yields the Sprawl of Lower Income Residents Away from Metropolitan Cores
Within metropolitan regions, 72 percent of all jobs are more
than five miles away from the central business district.
Metropolitan regions with high rates of job sprawl see higher
rates of suburbanization in general.18 Only 20 percent of
the Chicago Region’s transit shed extends beyond Cook
County, which is home to Chicago’s central business district.
These counties beyond Cook are experiencing the greatest
population growth and job creation. This disconnect
creates a challenge for municipalities that want to provide
employment for people who may not be able to afford the
transportation costs associated with suburban employment.

Successful TODs are typically characterized by strong local
economies, providing retail services and jobs for residents,
as well as by the economic diversity of transit zone residents.
For city-dwellers whose incomes limit their housing and
transportation options, sprawl poses a complex barrier to
finding and maintaining employment.
The data above summarizes the general trends of the transit
shed and the region for Chicago and its peers. The following
section of this report uses a typology to break up the transit
zones for a closer look at some key trends at a station level.
The typology drives some further analysis and case studies
on TOD in the Region.

Growing municipalities outside of the Cook County transit shed
struggle to provide employment for residents unable to afford the
transportation costs associated with suburban employment.

SU BU R BA N HOUSI NG

Photo Credit: Flickr User
nrtphotos, CC License
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Comparing Transit Zones
in Chicago
An analysis of population change from the US Census
Bureau found that the Chicago Region had the strongest
population growth within two miles of its downtown City
Hall of any major metro area in the country. Chicago’s downtown core saw a population growth of 48,288 (36.2 percent)
new residents in the past decade. Comparatively, downtown
New York—the area with the next largest growth—added
37,422 (9.3 percent) people in that time.19

This extraordinary downtown growth pattern shows up
when looking at the Chicago Region’s transit zones, as well.
Transit zones in downtown Chicago were not the only ones
that saw significant household growth. Household growth of
10 percent or more occurred in some suburban transit zones
along every CTA and Metra line in the Region.

E SR I W E ST COOK STAT ION A R E A 		
M A R K ET SEGM E N TS
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Chicago Region
Transit Zones by Type
Highest

Household VMT

The neighborhoods around transit in the Chicago Region
vary a great deal by design, history, and use, and their
performance as TODs varies as well. To examine this
variation, the performance of TODs within the Chicago
Region is measured based on the transit zone, or the halfmile radius around each transit station. The 367 transit
zones in the Chicago Region that existed in 2000 (and thus
can show trends to 2010) are divided into 15 types based on
their land-use mix and performance in terms of residential
vehicle miles traveled (VMT).20 This typology provides a

Place Type

(Employment as share of employees + residents)
Mixed Use

Employment

Total

16

20

8

44

19

10

2

31

60

28

1

89

31

10

2

43

97

26

36

159

223

94

49

366

Table 1 Chicago Region Transit Zones by Type 2000

Place Type

Highest

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Lowest

Transit zones in the Chicago Region show some distinct
geographical patterns by type, with lower VMT places largely
situated near the city center and higher VMT places in the
less dense suburban and exurban areas. On average, the
Low VMT transit zones are one to four miles from Chicago’s
City Hall, while the High VMT transit zones are 27–31
miles away. The Employment transit zones are clustered
in downtown Chicago and a few outlying places, while the
Residential transit zones are more suburban in nature.

Total

Household VMT

Tables 1 and 2 show how the Chicago Region’s transit zones
shifted within the typology from 2000 to 2010. Most transit
zones are primarily residential places and became slightly
more residential from 2000 to 2010. Household VMT is
lower in transit zones than other areas, but grew in transit
zones throughout the Region, shifting many transit zones
from being lower VMT types to higher VMT types, although
the lowest VMT places continue to be among the densest.

Lowest

framework to understand the changes that occurred in each
neighborhood around transit in the Chicago Region between
2000 and 2010.

Residential

Total

Residential

Mixed Use

Employment

Total

35

34

5

74

42

29

2

73

58

13

2

73

67

4

2

73

28

15

30

73

230

95

41

366

Table 2 Chicago Region Transit Zones by Type 2010
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T R A NSI T ZON E
T Y POLOGY FOR T H E
CH IC AG O R EGION

Based on year 2000 to year
2010 changes in VMT and
employees as a share of total
residential population
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Performance by Transit Zone Type
As a performance metric, household growth shows positive
performance, in that it means new households are choosing
to live in transit zones and that new and existing housing
units are accommodating growth. The transit zones that saw
the highest percentage of household growth in the Chicago
Region were the Low VMT, High Employment places. This
is supported by the downtown growth trends in the map of
household growth patterns. Table 3 shows that these transit
zones had 62 percent household growth or an average of
2,700 additional households between 2000 and 2010. High
VMT places also saw household gains, but at a much smaller
scale, as these neighborhoods tend to be exurban transit
stations with low residential density.
In line with the household growth trends, residential density
(in terms of housing units per residential acre) increased most
in the lowest VMT transit zones in the Chicago Region from
2000 to 2010 (Table 4). The largest increase in density was
in the Low VMT, High Employment places that saw a near
doubling of density from 46 to 90 units per residential acre.
Two transit zone types lost density in the past decade,—the

Low-Moderate Mixed Use and Employment places—a
troubling trend for households seeking more location
efficient housing opportunities, but the overall trend was that
residential density showed stronger increases than household
growth in many parts of the Region.
Household VMT is a performance metric, in that lower VMT
indicates that a place is location efficient—that residents
and workers can access jobs, school, shopping, and other
activities through walking, biking, or transit or without
driving long distances. Household VMT is lower in transit
zones than it is in other parts of the Region, but VMT grew
in most transit zones in the Chicago Region between 2000
and 2010, and growth was proportionally greatest in the Low
VMT transit zones (Table 3). Even with increased household
driving, however, the Low VMT transit zones saw very
limited transportation cost increases, as these households
own few cars, use less gasoline, and therefore are much less
impacted by the fuel price increases that occurred over the
past decade (Table 6).

CTA A N DE R SON V I L L E R E D L I N E STAT ION

Photo Credit: Flickr User Andrew Ciscel, CC License
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Place Type

Place Type

Employment

5% (41)

3% (23)

7% (26)

-4% (-76)

1% (18)

-16% (-107)

-6% (-187)

7% (234)

22% (231)

Lowest

-5% (-259) -2% (-87) -19% (-585)

Highest

Mixed Use

Household VMT

Residential

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Lowest

Household VMT

Highest

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

2% (204) 25% (1,640) 62% (2,760)

Table 3 Household Change, 2000–2010, by Transit Zone Type,
Chicago Region

Place Type

7%

0%

13%

17%

13%

13%

19%

27%

17%

24%

24%

17%

27%

32%

Table 5 Percent Household VMT Change 2000–2010 by Transit Zone
Type, Chicago Region
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Highest

7%

2%

1%

22%

4%

5%

18%

5%

14%

51%

4%

-9%

-22%

10%

28%

107%

Place Type

Household VMT

Employment

Employment

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Lowest

Highest
Lowest

Household VMT

Mixed Use

Mixed Use

Table 4 Percentage Residential Density Change, 2000–2010, by
Transit Zone Type, Chicago Region (Units per Residential Acre)

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Residential

Residential

Residential

Mixed Use

Employment

$4,038

$3,984

$3,933

$3,706

$3,752

$4,027

$3,061

$3,237

$3,171

$2,486

$2,296

$2,318

$1,436

$1,132

$234

Table 6 Transportation Cost Change 2000–2010 by Transit Zone
Type, Chicago Region
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Place Type

Place Type

Employment

-1%

0%

-1%

1%

0%

-8%

2%

0%

-1%

5%

3%

3%

4%

5%

-2%

Table 7 Change in Housing and Transportation Costs as a Share of
Income, 2000–2010, by Transit Zone Type Chicago, Region

Highest

Mixed Use

Household VMT

Residential

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Lowest

Lowest

Household VMT

Highest

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Place Type

19%

13%

18%

19%

22%

17%

25%

8%

25%

19%

89%

41%

49%

28%

Table 9 Percentage Household Median Income Change, 2000–2010,
by Transit Zone type, Chicago Region
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Highest

20%

1%

0%

-1%

0%

0%

-1%

1%

1%

1%

0%

-1%

9%

1%

-2%

-3%

Place Type

Household VMT

Employment

Employment

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Lowest

Highest
Lowest

Household VMT

Mixed Use

Mixed Use

Table 8 Transit/Walk/Bike Commute Change, 2000–2010, by Transit
Zone Type, Chicago Region

(Employment as share of employees + residents)

Residential

Residential

Residential

Mixed Use

Employment

-16%

-4%

12%

-13%

-10%

-29%

-10%

16%

8%

-17%

-5%

-2%

4%

1%

4%

Table 10 Employment Change, 2000-2010, by Transit Zone type,
Chicago Region
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Housing and transportation costs as a share of income
are an important metric of the affordability of a place to
residents. The combined cost of housing and transportation
represent the true cost of living in one neighborhood over
another, as this metric depends not just on housing prices,
but the number of cars an average household will need
to own and how much driving will be needed to live in
that place. Housing and transportation costs as a share of
income changed inconsistently across transit zone types
in the Chicago Region between 2000 and 2010. In many
places, housing and transportation costs both increased
significantly, but incomes increased significantly as
well. In other areas, such as the Low VMT, residential
neighborhoods, income increases were not large enough
to overcome increased housing and transportation costs,
resulting in an overall loss of affordability from 2000 to 2010.
The share of commuters that walked, bicycled, or took
transit to work did not significantly change in most transit
zone types from 2000 to 2010 (Table 8). These alternative
commute modes continued to be far more prevalent in Low
VMT communities than in higher VMT communities.

Further analysis could build on this report to explore
changes in the ways that people arrive to transit stations
(walking, biking, driving, other transit modes, etc.).
Median household income grew in every transit zone type
from 2000 to 2010. While transit zones of the Low-Moderate
VMT, High Employment type saw an 89 percent average
increase in income, there are only two transit zones of this
type in the Region. More significant was the income increase
in the Low VMT transit zones. These three types saw
household income increases from 28 percent to 49 percent.
Job growth in the Chicago Region transit zones from 2000
to 2010 was mixed (Table 10). As with household growth, the
lowest VMT places performed well with one to four percent
growth across all three Low VMT types. Most impactful was
the growth in the Low VMT, High Employment transit zone
type where employment is densely located. The Moderate
VMT, Mixed Use and Employment places also performed
well, with 16 percent and eight percent increases in jobs
respectively. However, these areas are less dense, so the total
number of jobs added in these neighborhoods is limited.

CTA ROSCO AV E . BROW N L I N E STAT ION
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Transit Zone Metrics
One of the advantages of the TOD typology is that it allows
the development of average metrics by transit zone type. By
averaging values across all transit zones in a type, one can

begin to see the demographics and indicators of a “typical”
neighborhood of that type. Table 11 provides several key
metrics for the Chicago Region transit zones in this study.

2010 Average Metrics by Transit Zone Type Chicago Region
Residential Places

Mixed-Use Places

Employment Places

Low
VMT

LowMod
VMT

Mod
VMT

HighMod
VMT

High
VMT

Low
VMT

LowMod
VMT

Mod
VMT

HighMod
VMT

High
VMT

Low
VMT

LowMod
VMT

Mod
VMT

HighMod
VMT

High
VMT

Households

10,522

4,898

2,989

1,674

909

8,113

4,751

3,365

1,559

902

7,240

2,444

1,299

542

380

VMT per
Household

10,647

12,301

14,329

16,722

19,501

9,900

12,038

14,519

16,798

19,507

8,464

11,680

14,260

17,744

19,979

Household
Transportation
Costs

$7,894

$9,533

$11,051

$12,709

$13,905

$7,008

$9,272

$11,257

$12,783

$13,881

$5,693

$9,079

$10,972

$13,466

$14,071

H+T as
Percent of
Income

49%

45%

49%

58%

69%

55%

47%

56%

58%

69%

53%

34%

47%

86%

64%

Household
Income

$62,867

$39,822

$50,045

$67,252

$87,433

$80,894

$49,714

$63,263

$67,777

$88,787

$84,602

$33,173

$50,266

$127,914

$77,236

Jobs

5,735

2,192

1,390

918

595

12,299

5,531

9,442

3,475

2,016

222,611

23,267

10,337

6,279

2,640

Residential
Density (Units/
Res. Acre)

30.2

16.0

9.7

5.2

3.5

34.9

19.9

10.6

5.3

3.6

89.8

16.1

12.0

2.6

5.8

Transit/
Walk/Bike
Commuters

47%

36%

26%

19%

13%

47%

34%

31%

16%

12%

59%

50%

19%

21%

11%

Table 11 2010 Average Metrics by Transit Zone Type Chicago Region
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TOD Typology Methodology
Defining Place Types

Ranking Performance

Land use is an important neighborhood characteristic,
as different policies and planning solutions are applicable
to places that are primarily job centers as compared to
residential neighborhoods. The Chicago Region’s transit
zones are divided into three land use categories based on
the share that employment makes up of the total of job and
residents in the neighborhood. In other words, if you met
someone on the sidewalk in that neighborhood, are they more
likely to live there or work there?

Annual residential VMT is used as the key indicator for the
types of transit zones, as lower household VMT is strongly
correlated with the other benefits of successful TOD,
including lower household transportation costs, lower
pollution, increased transit ridership for trips to work, and
increased walking and biking. VMT values from CNT’s
Housing and Transportation Affordability Index (H+T®
Index) were calculated for each transit zone based on a
national typical household. More information about the H+T
Index and its methodology can be found at htaindex.cnt.org.
The 367 transit zones in study were divided into five sets by
their 2010 VMT values.

Place Types:
Residential places—0 to 33.3 percent employment
Mixed-use places—33.4 to 66.7 percent employment
Employment places—66.8 to 100 percent employment

Performance Characteristics (VMT per household in 2010):
High VMT—17,851 to 22,850
High-Moderate VMT—15,701 to 17,850
Moderate VMT—13,201 to 15,700
Low-Moderate VMT—11,351 to 13,200
Low VMT— 9,100 to 11,350

BE RW Y N M ET R A

Photo Credit: Flickr User
David Wilson, CC License
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Case Studies
CASE STUDIES
Six station areas were chosen to demonstrate the usefulness of the TOD typology
for understanding development in the Chicago Region and explore the variety of
development patterns within the transit zone. The following stations were chosen
because they all have a demonstrated commitment to TOD and the communities have
diverse characteristics representative of the Region:
Berwyn BNSF Metra Station
Elmhurst Metra Union Pacific West Line
Grand Red Line Station
Highland Park Metra Station UPN Metra
Orland Park (143rd Street) SWS Line Metra
18th Street Pink Line CTA Station
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Berwyn BNSF Metra Station

Berwyn, Illinois

Moderate VMT, Mixed-Use
A community hard-hit by the recession turns to TOD planning as a revival tool

Berwyn is a well-established community just 10 miles west of

2010, but a four percent increase in residential density (residential units

Chicago’s downtown. Known for its bungalow-style houses, Berwyn is

per acre) causing the household vacancy rate to go from 4.7 percent in

home to many first-time homebuyers who are attracted to its affordability,

2000 to 7.6 percent in 2010.

variety of amenities, and close proximity to Chicago via car or public
transit. Although it was hard-hit by the recession, Berwyn has turned, in
part, to TOD planning as a tool to reinvigorate its local economy.
Many of the Metra train boardings at Berwyn’s three train
stations are by individuals who live outside of the community.
The Berwyn train station is at the edge of a commuter payment zone;
commuters who board at stations west of Berwyn and travel east toward
downtown Chicago are charged more for their tickets, encouraging
commuters from outside of Berwyn to drive to this Metra station. A
2002 study by Metra found that 41 percent of the boardings at the three
Berwyn stations are made by passengers from neighboring communities
outside of the station’s transit zone. This high rate of riders from outside of

Moderate VMT, Mixed-Use transit zones like Berwyn experienced a
modest increase in residential density of 14 percent while the Region
saw an increase of 34 percent. In the face of the challenge posed by this
relatively low increase of density around its transit station, the city turned,
in part, to planning and policies to help rebuild its local economy.
In 2008, the City of Berwyn released its TOD Study for the
Berwyn Metra station. In 2006, the RTA funded Berwyn’s TransitOriented Master Plan entitled Berwyn: Transit-Oriented Development

Study for the three Berwyn Metra station areas along the Metra BNSF
rail corridor between Harlem Avenue and Ridgeland Avenue: LaVergne,
Berwyn, and Harlem Avenue.

the zone helps to explain why the Berwyn station zone saw no change in

The plan proposed that the Berwyn stop, perceived to be the center

non-auto commutes to work by local residents. Berwyn’s transit zone has

of the city, would be transformed into the new hub for restaurants,

an inner core of transportation facilities, mixed-use buildings, residential

entertainment and shopping outlets. In response to the large numbers

multifamily buildings, and medical institutions. The remainder of the zone

of automobiles that are used to reach the station, commuter parking and
is primarily single family residential housing with some multifamily housing its availability have been contentious issues. That same year, Berwyn
clustered along the Metra line.
built a 39,000 square foot parking structure with 15,000 square feet
Berwyn’s TOD planning was an exercise in resilience during

of ground floor retail and 1,114 parking spaces—with 300 dedicated

the height of the recession. Berwyn was hit particularly hard by the

to commuters. The rest of the spaces would be shared for other retail

housing crisis that started in 2007. The Berwyn Metra station transit

uses. The structure has since been built and parking spaces dedicated

zone saw a two percent decrease in households between 2000 and

to commuters are 80 percent occupied on a regular basis. The ground

©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY
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floor space was initially intended for retail, but it was ultimately developed

actually grew. Berwyn continues to build on its successful development

as an indoor sports and training facility that will serve residents of Berwyn

of multifamily rental units near transit. In 2012 Berwyn put out a request

and surrounding communities.

for proposals for a multifamily residential development targeted to
seniors across the street from the Berwyn train station.

Berwyn’s 2008 plan sought to focus development around all three of its
train stations with priority given to the Berwyn station. The plan promoted

Berwyn continues its TOD planning efforts. In 2011, Berwyn

pedestrian development around the stations, including bike paths and

was the recipient of a Model Communities Grant, allowing the city to

streetscaping along new connections to the parks.

pursue new planning efforts to encourage healthy and non-auto transit
options such as biking and walking. That same year the West Cook

Rental units and recreational amenities in Berwyn have been

County Housing Collaborative announced its plans to update the TOD

in high demand. In 2009, a 53-unit condo building was developed

development strategy for five communities including Berwyn. Also

in the Berwyn station transit zone. It was not successful and went into

in 2011, in an effort to renew its housing market, residents of Berwyn

foreclosure and now has been converted to rental units, all of which

started a Berwyn Bungalow Preservation Initiative that offers incentives

are now occupied. The ground floor of this building is still struggling; of

to people who buy or renovate a bungalow. In October 2012, Berwyn

the 15,000 square feet available for retail, 11,000 remain unoccupied.

released its Comprehensive Plan, which builds on its plans from the

Elsewhere in Berwyn, in contrast, local economic development planners

recent past as well as CMAP’s GO TO 2040 Plan.

report that the retail not only withstood the economic downturn, but

Berwyn Metra Transit Zone
Metric

2000

2010

Change
2000-2010

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

Households

1,636

1,703

4%

1%

7%

VMT per Household

13,120

16,578

26%

17%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$9,008

$12,969

44%

42%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

67%

62%

-5%

0%

2%

$75,016

$96,268

28%

19%

23%

4,101

4,233

3%

-10%

3%

Household Income
Jobs
Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)

4.2

4.5

8%

5%

34%

Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

24%

23%

-1%

0%

0%

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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Elmhurst Metra Union Pacific West Line

Elmhurst, Illinois

High-Moderate VMT, Mixed-Use
High change in VMT, mix of employees (commercial land uses) and residents (residential land uses)
Prioritizing density near Metra station

Elmhurst is a suburb 18 miles west of Chicago. Located near major

station. The plan was later updated by the city, in 2006, to include TOD-

expressways and a short drive to both airports, Elmhurst is a desirable

oriented principles in order to encourage and facilitate access to the

location for both businesses and residents. It is home to Elmhurst

downtown Metra station by all modes of transportation.

College, as well as three fine art museums. The Elmhurst Metra station
is in the center of the downtown, a mixed-use residential, retail, and
entertainment district. This transit zone is distinguished by its wide variety
of retail and amenities, while maintaining a small town feeling.

In implementing the plan, Elmhurst put land use regulations in
place that allow greater density and mixed-use development
around the station. Developers, for example, can now apply for a
conditional-use permit for buildings up to eight stories. Between 2000

In 1999, the City of Elmhurst completed its Downtown Plan,

and 2010, Elmhurst developed almost 400 new units of housing, largely

funded in part by the RTA. This plan found that pedestrian and

upscale and owner occupied, and one office building with 30,000 new

vehicular access to the Metra station was a deterrent to use of the train

square feet of space. The majority (55.2 percent) of residential growth
in the transit zone came from buildings with ten or more units, a nod

Percentage Change for Number
of Structures in Elmhurst Transit
Zone by Site 2000-2010
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%
-10%
-20%
-30%
-40%

to the TOD principles guiding the city’s plan. Elmhurst also financed a
structured parking lot that allowed underutilized surface parking lots to
be redeveloped. The 2006 TOD plan called for a 253-space parking
structure to accommodate commuters and downtown visitors, which was
built in 2010.
Interviews with developers informed us that despite this flurry
of TOD construction, the Elmhurst station area only saw a net
growth of 158 housing units, only 67 of which were occupied
in 2010. This low increase in housing units was due to the demolition
of existing units and an increase in vacant homes. Residential density
increased by only eight percent.
Elmhurst’s transit zone saw a 26 percent increase in household

10+ Units

Single Units

data source : National TOD Database
©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY

2-9 Units

VMT over the study period. This far surpassed typical HighModerate VMT, Mixed-Use transit station areas, and the Chicago
41

Region as a whole. This transit zone saw a one percent decrease in non-

Elmhurst made efforts to boost its transit value by developing

auto commuting for trips to work, while typical High VMT, Mixed type

within its transit zone, but it didn’t see the benefits. Instead,

transit zones and the Region saw no change in non-auto travel behavior.

Elmhurst saw a significant increase in VMT and transportation costs, low

Transportation costs as a percentage of median income increased 44

increases in residential density, and a loss in non-auto commuters for

percent for the Elmhurst transit zone, as compared to 42 percent for the

trips to work. We can’t be certain about why Elmhurst’s efforts yielded

typical High-Moderate VMT.

this effect, but we might assume that Elmhurst’s housing market was

Household income increased 28 percent, significantly higher than
the 15 percent increase of average High-Moderate VMT, Mixed-Use
station type and the Region. This higher household income helped to
lower the proportional cost of housing and transportation for residents
living within the Elmhurst transit zone by five percentage points from 67
percent to 62 percent.

responding to the increase of incomes by building upscale housing just
before the economy went into recession. The increase in household
income and VMT may be indicators of the lack of mixed-income
developments. Elmhurst may have consolidated smaller, rental units into
larger condo units in response to its plans to build for higher-income
households. The increase in vacancies could also have been related to
the building boom in the 2000s that led to the development of units that
were never occupied.

Elmhurst Metra Transit Zone
Metric

2000

2010

Change
2000-2010

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

Households

3,106

3,032

-2%

7%

7%

VMT per Household

11,955

14,747

23%

19%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$8,420

$11,709

39%

40%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

50%

51%

2%

0%

2%

$46,518

$56,440

21%

25%

23%

4,514

4,724

5%

16%

3%

Household Income
Jobs
Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)

7.3

7.6

4%

14%

34%

Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

19%

18%

0%

1%

0%

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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Grand Red Line Station

River North neighborhood, Chicago

Low VMT, High Employment
High employment share with low vehicle miles traveled
Mixed-use, high density central business district station with a diversity of economic strengths

In 2012, after nearly 70 years of operation, the Grand Avenue Red Line

risen by 29 percent to $1,471 since 2000, compared with the median

subway station received a $73.6 million renovation that modernized

rent for the Region of $898. Also, the median monthly homeowner

and expanded the station to better serve the high volume of transit

costs had dropped by nine percent to $2,642; the same median figure

riders who pass through to access jobs, shopping, and entertainment.

increased by 40 percent to $2,188 for the Region. According to the

The Red Line provides 24-hour service and takes passengers to the

Chicago Loop Alliance’s 2010 Annual Report, 21 the median rent for a

northern limits of the city at Howard and to 95th Street and the Dan Ryan

condo in Chicago’s Loop rose 25 percent between 2005 and 2010.

Expressway on the city’s South Side. Nearby destinations include Navy

These significant changes in household costs are the result of a rising

Pier, the Merchandise Mart, Michigan Avenue (the Magnificent Mile),

demand for rental residences since the housing market crash that started

26 institutions of higher learning, and many dining and entertainment

in 2007. While Chicago’s transit shed saw a loss in rental households

options. The train station connects with three CTA bus lines (Routes 29,

(15,095, or 3.4 percent), the Grand Red Line transit zone bucked

36, and 65), as well as a seasonal Navy Pier Trolley.

the trend and saw a 37-percent increase. The rental market has

This transit zone, like much of the rest of Chicago’s downtown,
has developed characteristics resembling a residential
neighborhood. With increases in population and households, and

become increasingly competitive throughout the Chicago Region,
especially within the transit zone, where renters are increasingly
unable to afford to live.

businesses to support them, the Grand Red Line subway station

National trends for metropolitan areas saw larger population growth

zone has diversified its economy over the last decade. Additions to

concentrated near their cores. Chicago led the way as the metropolitan

Chicago’s downtown—including Millennium Park (2004), college

area with the largest population growth increase within two miles of its

campus expansions, revitalization projects, and a wealth of dining and

city hall. (Chicago saw a 36-percent increase in this population.) The

entertainment—have made this part of the city a more desirable place to

Grand Red Line transit zone saw a population increase of 48 percent
live. These new elements and the populations they attract help to keep the and a housing stock increase of 46 percent. Based on the transit zone
downtown area lively after the work crowd has gone home.
typology in this report, the station is a high employment, low VMT zone.
The area is defined by high density buildings that contain
higher-cost offices and residences, as well as high pedestrian

This suggests that the zone’s jobs and non-auto patterns are indicators of
sustainability.

and auto traffic. In 2010, the zone’s population density was 12 people

Transit ridership for trips to work for the Grand station saw a generally

and four households per acre. The median rent for the transit zone had

steady increase with the exception of two separate periods between
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2003 and 2007. Similar dips in the upward trend line for jobs can

Between 2000 and 2010, the zone saw an increase in households,

be seen between 2002 and 2009. This may have been due to the

household density, household income, jobs, and savings in expenditures

recession or other economic factors that affected the workforce and their

of housing and transportation costs as a percentage of income. These

travel patterns to work. Gas prices were on a similar upward trend with

factors are promising for continued TOD success.

the exception of one period between 2007 and 2009.

Grand Transit Shed Total Jobs 2002-2009
155,000
150,000
145,000
140,000
135,000
130,000
125,000
120,000

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

data source : National TOD Database

Grand Red Line Transit Zone
Metric

2000

2010

Change
2000-2010

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

Households

11,573

16,866

46%

62%

7%

VMT per Household

6,260

7,752

24%

32%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$5,199

$4,896

-6%

4%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

54%

52%

-2%

-2%

2%

Household Income

$61,850

$81,604

32%

28%

23%

Jobs

136,188

148,355

9%

4%

3%

Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)

67.6

112.3

66%

107%

34%

Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

64%

58%

-6%

-3%

0%

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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H IGH L A N D PA R K M ET R A STAT ION

Photo Credit: Flickr User Zol87, CC License

Highland Park Metra Station UPN Metra

Highland Park, Illinois

High-Moderate VMT, Mixed-Use
Moderately high VMT and mixed (employment and residential) population and land uses
An affluent North Shore community strengthens quality of life through TOD

The Highland Park transit zone is a High-Moderate VMT, mixed-

but incomes also increased significantly, so that transportation costs

employment residential station with shopping, including groceries, dining, as a percent of income increased by only two percent. H+T cost as a
and entertainment. It is predominantly residential, low- to moderate-

percent of income decreased almost four percent, mainly due to stagnant

density with an affordable housing policy that promotes housing for a mix

housing costs.

of incomes.
The Highland Park Metra stop is in downtown Highland Park, an affluent

In 2001, The Plan Commission for the City of Highland Park partnered
with Camiros to develop a plan for the city’s central district. This plan

suburb 23 miles north of downtown Chicago. The station is in the heart of sought to revive the community, which had traditionally served as a hub of
Highland Park’s downtown area, a mix of upscale shopping and housing.

activity for surrounding North Shore communities. The 2001 plan has led

The area is one of the most vibrant and thriving commercial areas on the

to the following public and private improvements in the Metra transit zone:

North Shore, offering a wide range of retail to meet every day needs.
There has been substantial growth in dense, multifamily housing in the

Public:

downtown area over the last decade.
Redeveloped art center
The station itself is bracketed by parking lots. PACE buses connect the
station locally. The Robert McClory Bike Path runs parallel to the train

Purchase of the Highland Park Theater and adjacent parking lot

tracks, connecting Highland Park to other suburbs. This is mostly a

New parking structures

recreational bike path. There are no car-share locations in Highland Park.

Improved pocket parks for pedestrians

Households in the Highland Park transit zone are upper-income
homeowners living in low-density housing. The number of households

Private:

in this transit zone declined by two percent between 2000 and 2010.

80,000 square foot Renaissance Place: an upscale, mixed use retail,

Incomes rose 25 percent over the study period. Transit ridership for trips

office, and residential structure

to work and the use of alternative transportation modes declined in the
Highland Park transit zone between 2000 and 2010. Household VMT
rose over the last decade by 11 percent, less than in other transit zones.
Transportation costs rose 42 percent, more than in other transit zones,
©2013 CENTER FOR NEIGHBORHOOD TECHNOLOGY

Banks and retail
430 Park Avenue: mixed use retail, office, and residential
Laurel Terrace: mixed use, 85,000 square foot building
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In 2009, Highland Park updated its 2001 downtown planning strategy in

$20,000, and the Grand-Red Line zone’s costs rose 26 percent to

order to remain a competitive player in the North Shore commercial real

nearly $22,000. This is in part attributable to the weak market, but

estate market.

Highland Park’s commitment to providing affordable housing cannot
go unrecognized. Organizations such as Community Partners for

One of the striking facts about Highland Park is that H+T costs as a
percentage of income declined seven percent, compared to the modest
rises that were seen in other transit zones. While transportation costs

Affordable Housing are working with local, state, and federal agencies to
ensure that there are affordable options for working families in the area.

grew sharply and incomes rose just above the Regional average, housing

The City of Highland Park has long been committed to creating a

costs rose just two percent to just over $23,000 a year, well below

compact, diverse neighborhood around the downtown transit zone. The

the Regional average of 21 percent. Highland Park has the highest

city has a strong vision for creating and maintaining a competitive edge

household costs of the case study areas presented in this report, but
the slight increase is still remarkable, considering the Orland Park 143
Street Metra zone’s housing costs rose nearly 25 percent to just over

for its downtown development, and has adopted a Sustainability Plan and
rd

Non-motorized Transportation Plan. Highland Park has positioned itself
on a long-term path toward sustainability.

Highland Park Metra Transit Zone
Metric

2000

2010

Change
2000-2010

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

Households

1,658

1,622

-2%

1%

7%

VMT per Household

16,075

17,824

11%

17%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$9,171

$13,062

42%

42%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

76%

70%

-5%

0%

2%

$76,587

$95,469

25%

19%

23%

3,835

3,877

1%

-10%

3%

Household Income
Jobs
Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)
Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

4.1

4.3

5%

5%

34%

20%

18%

-1%

0%

0%

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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OR L A N D PA R K M ET R A STAT ION

Photo Credit: Flickr User amtrak_russ, CC License

Orland Park (143 rd Street) SWS Line Metra

Orland Park, Illinois

High VMT, Mixed-Use
High change in annual VMT, mixed (employment and residential) population and land use
Major push for public improvements

The Village of Orland Park is a well-connected suburb 25 miles south

The Village has moved aggressively to promote TOD, which may

of Chicago. The Orland Park 143rd Street stop is one of three Metra

reverse these trends in the coming decade. The Orland Park station was

stops in Orland Park. Situated on the South West Service Line, this stop

conceived as part of an RTA funded study what was completed in 2000.

offers service to downtown Chicago. Due to freight congestion, Metra

Orland Park constructed and opened a new Metra station at 143rd Street

historically operated only a handful of trains to the Chicago Loop during

in April, 2007.

rush period. That number has expanded, and riders can now even take
the South West Service to the Loop on Saturdays.

The Main Street Triangle, built around the train station, will be a
pedestrian-friendly mixed-use development. It will include over 155,000

Owing in part to this modest commuter service, 143 Street originally

square feet of commercial space and 240 housing units. The Village of

developed as a car-oriented commercial and residential center for the

Orland Park implemented a Tax Increment Financing (TIF) zone for the

community. Much of the land around the station is strip center retail or

area, using the funds to assemble the land, conduct environmental reviews

parking for shoppers. There is some housing from which many errands

and remediation, and create infrastructure improvements. To date, Orland

can be accomplished on foot. There are restaurants, groceries, retail

Park has invested over $30 million in public improvements. The Triangle

stores, parks, schools, and entertainment less than a mile from the station.

will be connected via pedestrian bridge to Orland Park Crossing, an

Orland Square is a major regional mall for southwest Cook and northern

upscale, walkable shopping complex across La Grange Road.

rd

Will Counties; its stores may provide competition for additional retail
around the transit stop.

One of Orland Park’s more recent TOD projects is Ninety 7 Fifty on the
Park, a six story mixed-use transit-oriented development that represents

Households, employment, and transit use all declined around the station

the first phase of the village’s new downtown district. The development

over the last decade. Households in the transit zone declined four

will provide a mix of upscale residences and retail as well as a pedestrian

percent over the study period. Both transit ridership for trips to work and

friendly space near the 143rd street Metra station. The development will

alternative transportation modes declined in the Orland Park transit zone

consist of 295 residences, 4,000 square feet of first floor commercial

between 2000 and 2010. However, household VMT rose only five

space, 8,666 square feet of residential amenity space and 365 parking

percent, well below the average for Chicago’s transit shed. Transportation spaces. These residences will serve a wide range of residents from
costs rose over 40 percent, and increased from 12 percent to 17 percent

young professionals to empty nesters. This kind of development is new

of median incomes. Employment in the Orland Park 143 Street transit

to Orland Park and is filling a gap that was identified by the Village of

zone declined 18 percent, from 2,653 to 2,165 jobs.

Orland Park. The development anticipates housing 401 residents.

rd
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Construction began in early 2011 and is planned to be completed by the

This commitment to TOD should help boost job growth along the

end of 2013.

South West Service line and create more destinations for transit riders.

Since the station has opened the SWS line has doubled its service and
seen an increase of 20 percent in ridership for trips to work. The Village
has also recently updated their zoning ordinance to include transitsupportive regulations.

Few transit-served employment centers exist near Orland Park’s 143rd
Street transit zone in Southwest Cook and Northern Will Counties, so
households may still have to drive to work and amenities, even when they
live in a TOD.

Orland Park 143 Metra Transit Zone
rd

Metric
Households

2000

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

2010

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

496

475

-4%

3%

7%

VMT per Household

18,896

19,863

5%

7%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$9,936

$14,101

42%

40%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

62%

67%

4%

0%

2%

$77,665

$80,696

4%

19%

23%

2,653

2,165

-18%

-4%

3%

Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)

3.8

3.5

-6%

1%

34%

Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

11%

7%

-4%

0%

0%

Household Income
Jobs

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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CTA PI N K L I N E STAT ION AT 18T H A N D PAU L I NA

Photo Credit: Flickr User reallyboring, CC License

18 th Street Pink Line CTA Station

Pilsen neighborhood, Chicago

Low VMT, Residential
Primarily residential community with low change in annual vehicle miles travelled
Historically dense community with declining population and changing demographics

The Pilsen neighborhood is an enclave of Mexican Culture.

nurture the culture that has made Pilsen what it is.” This plan is supported

Located on Chicago’s southwest side, just four miles southwest of

by Alderman Danny Solis and 23 local community groups who have

downtown, the 18th Street Pink Line station is in the middle of the Pilsen

pledged to participate in the implementation.

neighborhood. Since the 1960s, Pilsen has been home primarily
to Mexican-American families. In 2010, 84 percent of the zone’s
population was Latino or Hispanic. Sixty-five percent of the households in
the 18th Street transit shed were families.

Changing demographics have created the perception of a threat
to the community’s strong cultural identity. Between 2000 and
2010, the area lost population and households, largely Hispanic, and
gained smaller populations of other races including whites and Asians.

Just five stops from Chicago’s Loop, the 18th Street Pink Line

Other than Mexican-American families, the community is populated by

transit zone provides access to a wealth of attractions. The

students and young singles, who are perceived to be responsible for the

train station is located on 18th, a two-lane street with parking on either

gentrification of the area.

side, and older three- to four-story buildings with commercial space
on the ground floor and rental apartments on the upper levels. The
area is also characterized by iconic Mayan sidewalk medallions and
large, bright murals that represent images of Mexican cultural heritage.
It is home to many mom and pop Mexican restaurants, the National
Museum of Mexican Art and a burgeoning art gallery district. Residents
can catch a short train ride to major job centers such as the Loop,
University of Illinois at Chicago (UIC), and the UIC Medical District. The
Pilsen neighborhood, with its strong Mexican identity, is now a tourist
destination. Local stakeholders have worked to preserve the character of
the neighborhood while continuing to attract developments for residents
and visitors. An example came in 2006 when the Local Initiatives
Support Corporation (LISC) released Pilsen: A Center of Mexican Life,

The primary land use patterns of the transit zone are residential,
industrial and urban mixed use. The 18th Street transit zone’s industrial
land uses include part of the Pilsen Industrial Corridor Tax Incremental
Financing (TIF) District and the container shipping carrier APL
intermodal yard on Western Avenue. This zone has potential for infill
development on the large amount of vacant land in the northern end
adjacent to industrial and other land uses. A 2004 study by the New
Communities Program showed that, in large parts of Pilsen, the value
of the land was greater than the structures or physical improvements.
Census data shows that 1940 was the average year that a structure was
built the 18th Street transit zone; many of these structures, particularly the
residential apartments, are quite old.

a plan that cautioned, “As others discover the beauty of our housing

Development in the PiIsen neighborhood over the last decade has

stock and the vitality of our local economy, it is up to us to protect and

led to some demographic changes in the community. Race, age,
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18th Street Pink Line Transit Zone Change in Population by Race
2000-2010
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data source : National TOD Database
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The 18th Street transit zone saw large losses in its Hispanic and black population, and gains in its white and Asian population.

18 Street Pink Line Transit Zone
th

Metric

2000

2010

Change
2000-2010

Average for
Transit Zone Type

Average for
All Chicago
Transit Zones

Change
2000-2010

Change
2000-2010

Households

5,107

4,741

-7%

2%

7%

VMT per Household

9,040

10,993

22%

17%

14%

Household Transportation Costs

$6,442

$8,357

30%

22%

36%

H+T Cost as a Percent of Income*

31%

35%

4%

4%

2%

$25,766

$27,520

7%

41%

23%

3,171

5,067

60%

4%

3%

Household Income
Jobs
Residential Density (Units/Residential Acre)

19.3

21.2

10%

10%

34%

Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters*

35%

40%

5%

1%

0%

* H+T cost shows change as % of Income; Transit/Walk/Bike Commuters show change as the difference between 2010 and 2000 values. All other metrics use percentage change.
2010 Proxy Data: The data in this table used for H+T cost, Transportation costs, vehicle miles travelled (VMT) and transit/walk/bike commuters are from ACS 2005-2009 Data.
Jobs data comes from The US Census’ 2002 and 2009 Local Employment Dynamics and have been used as proxies to represent year 2000 and 2010 data, respectively.
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and incomes have played a role in the demographic shift of the 18th

Between 2000 and 2010, the 18th Street transit zone lost

Street transit zone. The Chicago Region’s Hispanic or Latino population

4,317 people, 23 percent of its population. In comparison, typical

increased by 28.5 percent over the last decade, while the 18th Street

Residential, Low VMT transit zones showed a 2000 to 2010 population

transit zone, with its strong Mexican identity, saw a decline (4,385 or 27

loss of only 412 people. The 1990s and early 2000s saw an influx of

percent) of its Hispanic or Latino population. This transit zone has seen

immigration to Chicago’s ethnic enclaves, which offset the otherwise

an increase in whites (663 people) and Asians (99 people) over the past

declining population of these areas. As this immigration influx tapered off,

decade—many of them students and young singles who flock to the area

families aged, and poverty rates rose, immigrant populations represented

for its low rents in and proximity to transit. While the Chicago Region

smaller proportions of the total population in communities like Pilsen.*

saw a gain of 36 percent in the Latino/Hispanic population, the Chicago

This population loss can be linked to the loss of 366 households (seven

transit shed saw a Latino population loss of 0.54 percent. This suggests

percent). Most of this loss was in rental households.

that new and existing Hispanic populations are living in Pilsen at the rates
lower than they did in recent decades. This change in racial makeup has
led to accusations of the community being gentrified by the new nonHispanic population.
Another demographic change has been the return of young professional
Mexican-Americans who grew up in the neighborhood’s working
class families. Many, now with higher incomes, have moved back to the
neighborhood to raise their own families in Pilsen’s affordable homes
or to become landlords in the community’s popular rental market. The
community is said to be shifting from a blue collar community to one that
is a mix of both blue and white collar households.

The 18th Street transit zone saw an increase of four percent in transit
ridership for trips to work and a five percent increase in its share of nonauto commuters for trips to work. This increase in non-auto commuters
was five times greater than typical for this type of transit zone.
The 18th Street transit zone gained 1,896 jobs, far more than the average
221 jobs that the typical Residential, Low VMT transit zone type gained
for that period of time. The zone has a thriving local economy with
outstanding job growth and high transit use, with the potential for growth
in both areas. The zone also has significant potential to develop its vacant
and underutilized land which can address the challenges of population
and household losses, while reinforcing the community’s unique
Mexican-American identity.

*Hispanics of Mexican Origin in the United States, 2010. Pew Hispanic Center RSS. N.p., n.d. Web. 07 Dec. 2012.
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Policy Recommendations
GO TO 2040 took an important step in establishing transit-supportive priorities for the Region. Alone, it will not overcome
the barriers to local governments, developers, and citizens making location-efficient transit choices in the Region. To
implement GO TO 2040, all levels of government will need to adopt new priorities that target resources to the right locations
across the Region. To do this, the Center for Neighborhood Technology advocates for actions which will do the following:

Recommendation 1:

Create TOD Zones

Optimizing the level of TOD around transit stations is a proven means of increasing transit use and achieving many of the economic, environmental, and
quality of life goals that align with sustainability. TOD has also proven to be a secure and profitable form of development for investors in many situations.
In most cases in this Region, however, TOD involves the reuse of previously developed properties. Such redevelopment poses problems in terms of
modifying existing zoning, assembling land, and establishing more intensive land use. The Chicago Region needs to adopt an integrated program of
zoning reforms and financial incentives to overcome the impediments to TOD.
Implementers:
Municipalities, along with Council
of Governments organizations, with
assistance from CMAP and RTA
Priority: HIGH

a. Establish Mixed Use Zoning
Many local land-use regulations do not explicitly allow TOD, so new developments must go through a
lengthy and contentious community process that greenfield projects typically avoid. Communities can
address both of these obstacles by building upfront community support for a mixed-use zoning code that
allows TOD as a matter of right.

Feasibility: MEDIUM
Implementers:
Municipalities along with Council
of Governments organizations, with
assistance from CMAP and RTA
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: MEDIUM
Implementers:
Municipalities along with Council
of Governments organizations, with
assistance from CMAP and RTA
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
Municipalities along with Council of
Governments organizations, CMAP,
and RTA as providers of technical
assistance to municipalities
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH
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b. Incentivize Higher Density Development
Developers and landowners should be engaged through incentives that encourage them to build
structures that support higher density near transit stations. For example under favorable market conditions,
zoning that permits higher floor area ratios (FAR) will raise investors’ potential return on investment
per acre of land and stimulate higher density development. The City of Evanston has led the way with
a proposed zoning code that allows for public benefit bonuses on FAR for developments that provide
affordable units, shared structured parking, and/or quality public space.
c. Offer Expedited Building Permits
For developers, time is money: they need fast action by municipalities to minimize the carrying cost
of property awaiting development. The City of Chicago, for example, incentivizes green buildings by
guaranteeing a building permit decision within 30 business days to projects that meet certain standards,
compared with the usual 90 days. Municipalities throughout the Region should offer a similar building
permit incentive to TODs as part of a new zoning package.

d. Decrease Parking Requirements
The City of Chicago has cut parking requirements by half for buildings within 600 feet of transit stops. A
rental apartment building close to a Chicago transit stop, for example, needs only one parking space for
every two apartments, compared with one space per unit for buildings located farther away from stations.
Communities could also follow the example of Fayetteville, Arkansas, which allowed developments to
fulfill their requirement by providing parking for bicycles rather than automobiles. Both options reduce
construction costs devoted to parking, thereby creating more affordable units and more viable projects.

REGIONAL TOD ANALYSIS

Implementers:
Transit agencies, CMAP, IDOT,
Municipalities
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: LOW

Implementers:
Municipalities along with Council
of Governments organizations, with
assistance from CMAP and RTA;
Illinois Legislators
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: MEDIUM

Implementers:
Transit agencies, CMAP, FTA
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH

e. Facilitate Structured and Shared Parking
Acres of surface parking lots sit adjacent to Metra and CTA stations. Structured parking facilities, though
highly expensive, would consolidate these spaces into smaller parcels and free up additional land for TOD.
Structured parking should be a possible use of all of the TOD funding and financing mechanisms proposed
in these recommendations. In communities where demand is not sufficient to support structured parking,
alternatives such as shared parking with nearby businesses and institutions should be considered as means
of reducing the parking footprint in TOD areas.
f. Use Value Capture
The high cost and complex timeline of infill redevelopment has led many municipalities to rely on Tax
Increment Financing (TIF) to see projects through from predevelopment to completion. Mechanisms like
TIF enable municipalities to capture the extra property and sales taxes generated by the development and
adjacent properties and use those revenues to help finance TOD. In some jurisdictions, the revenues are
pledged to operating needs of the transit service. Special Service Areas (SSAs) can also help by financing
beautification efforts that increase rents or business health within a TOD. Municipalities should make
TOD the explicit focus of TIF, SSA, and other special financing mechanisms. TIF financing often imposes
an extraordinary burden on smaller and lower-income municipalities that must defer tax revenue for a
generation to incentivize present development. In recognition of the Regional benefits generated through
TOD, an act of the Illinois Legislature should allow state funds to replace a portion of local tax revenues
obligated by TIFs that finance TODs in lower-income municipalities.
g. Practice Joint Development
The most recent federal transportation bill, MAP-21, has made it easier than ever for transit agencies to
use residual transit property or redevelop stations for transit-supportive development. The law also makes
it easier to flex any Federal Transportation Agency (FTA) planning or capital grants towards mixed-use
projects that boost ridership and increase revenue. Joint development projects must be included in the
long range transportation plan developed by local jurisdictions and transit operators through CMAP.
Metra and CTA should hire real estate consultants to shape the financing of these projects as well as
economic development experts to communicate the expected benefits to the FTA.
The realization of extensive joint development in TOD Zones will require substantial and integrated public
investments from a spectrum of agencies, which will stimulate much larger private investments.

Implementers:
CMAP, Municipalities
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH
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h. Plan TOD Around Future Expansions
GO TO 2040 identifies over twenty future rail projects throughout our region. Planning for a few fiscally
constrained projects is already underway. These projects will preserve future right-of-way for express bus
or transit service. These alignments will create new TODs, many of which developed during the age of the
automobile and may need substantial technical assistance for retrofits.
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Recommendation 2:

Preserve and Build Affordable Housing in Transit Zones

Access to good transit service reduces residents’ costs of housing and transportation and makes neighborhoods genuinely affordable. However, when
the market realizes these benefits in communities, property values rise, and lower income residents may be displaced. A region that optimizes the value
of its transit system will replicate model programs and use available funding sources to protect and create affordable housing in its transit zones.
Implementers:
Municipalities, Housing agencies,
Philanthropic organizations
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
Municipalities, Housing agencies,
Philanthropic organizations
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH

Implementers:
IHDA
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
Municipalities and Counties
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: MEDIUM
Implementers:
Affordable housing services
Priority: LOW

a. Implement Municipal Programs for Affordable Housing
Municipalities should develop inventories of vulnerable affordable housing and potential development sites
located near transit and then act to expand these affordable housing assets. The City of Highland Park, for
example, has established an independent, non-profit entity to preserve land and units. It then conveys land
to developers, who can use it in tandem with the state Affordable Housing Donation Tax Credit to raise
more equity than would otherwise be possible.
b. Establish and Support Affordable Housing Trusts
Housing Trust organizations acquire properties on which they build or maintain affordable housing,
sometimes by continuing to own the properties and sometimes by selling them with covenants that limit
the appreciated value for which they may be sold. Such organizations are especially helpful in successful
TOD areas where property values rise rapidly. The work of these organizations in TOD zones should be
supported by public and private contributions similar to the community development funds established for
affordable housing in San Francisco and Denver. Parking for shared vehicles rather than private autos can
be another efficient use of resources.
c. Increase Preferences for Low Income Housing Tax Credit in TOD Areas
The Illinois Housing Development Authority (IHDA) has taken great strides in recent years in adding
location-efficient criteria to its Qualified Action Plan for Low Income Housing Tax Credits, the single
biggest source of equity for affordable projects. IHDA should increase the points available to a project
within a TOD and add additional scoring criteria based on that project’s average transportation costs.
d. Channel CDBG and HOME Funding
The US Department of Housing and Urban Development (HUD) provides these block grants to
Participating Jurisdictions (PJs) to invest in economic development and affordable housing. Those PJs, which
include large municipalities and county governments, should pledge to invest them in priority TOD areas.

e. Site Housing and Social Services Near Transit
Affordable housing advocacy agencies and supportive social services should locate in vibrant, mixed-use
neighborhoods near transit. This allows better access to these services.

Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
Municipalities
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: MEDIUM
Implementers:
Municipalities
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH
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f. Implement Inclusionary Zoning
In those TOD areas with affordable housing needs, as measured by Illinois’ Affordable Housing Planning
and Appeal Act, communities should adopt an inclusionary zoning ordinance. Highland Park’s ordinance
requires a 20% set aside. These units must be dispersed throughout the development and visually
compatible with market rate units.
g. Exceed Accessibility Standards
For people with disabilities and the senior population, public transit may be the only transportation option.
Accessibility policies in TOD should adhere to the spirit and letter of ADA requirements to ensure that
portions of development are accessible for those with disabilities.
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Recommendation 3:

Match Jobs and Transit
Many limitations of the Chicago Region’s transit system, as well as high transportation costs, traffic congestion, and air pollution, stem from a pattern
of removing job centers from transit and mixed-income neighborhoods. A more efficient and healthy pattern may be achieved through systematic
and integrated efforts to expand transit services to job centers, site new employment centers in existing, transit-served communities, and promote
incentives to commute through transit, biking, or walking.
Implementers:
CMAP, RTA, Transit Agencies,
Council of Governments
organizations, Municipalities
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
CMAP – in its capacity as the region’s
land use as well as transportation
planning agency – Illinois agencies
including DCEO, IFA, and IEPA;
Counties, Council of Governments
organizations, and Municipalities

a. Expand Transit Services to Regional Job Centers
The rail and enhanced bus service expansions recommended in this report should focus on connecting
communities to employment centers. Specific examples of this policy include enhancing rail access to the
Chicago Loop from the far south side and southern suburbs; expanding transit services to the job centers
of Oakbrook and the northern suburbs west of O’Hare Airport; and improving rail, bus, or van access to
industrial parks throughout the Region.

b. Focus Job Creation Investments in Transit Served Locations
Investments to stimulate office-based and industrial employment should prioritize areas that now possess
extensive transit service such as the city of Chicago’s industrial corridors, Chicago’s south side and inner
ring suburbs of Chicago.

Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: MEDIUM
Implementers:
Municipalities, Counties. CDCs,
Neighborhood organizations
Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH

Implementers:
Employers and employees
organizations, Advocacy groups,
Transit agencies

c. Direct Businesses to TOD Locations
Chicago area local governments should guide prospective companies to transit-served sites. The
economic development staffs of local government should quantify and communicate the benefits of
transit service to employers, as these benefits relate to employees’ well-being, increased morale, and
reduced absenteeism. Civic and neighborhood groups that support business development should also
communicate the benefits of TOD locations to businesses to help them make informed decisions in the
best interest of their companies and the Region’s transportation system.
d. Promote Transit Incentives to Employees and Employers
Programs that encourage employees to commute by transit, biking, or walking should be promoted
more aggressively. For example, the RTA/CTA Transit Benefit Fare Program provides fiscal incentives to
employees and employers for transit ridership, but a low number of employers take advantage of it.

Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
Workforce development
organizations

e. Target Workforce Development
Job training and workforce development groups should focus their efforts on firms and industries that are
accessible by transit so that new employees are not forced to commute by car.

Priority: MEDIUM
Feasibility: MEDIUM
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Recommendation 4:

Provide Alternatives to Car Ownership
Even dedicated users of an excellent transit system need other transportation choices to complete all of their routine trips. Options for active personal
transportation and convenient access to cars must be in place to avoid the financial and environmental costs of individual car ownership and frequent
single occupant driving.
Implementers:
CMAP, Municipalities, IDOT;
Employers and employees
organizations; Advocacy groups
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: MEDIUM

Implementers:
CMAP, Municipalities, IDOT;
Employers and employees
organizations; Advocacy groups

a. Support Car-Sharing
Metropolitan Chicago is served by for-profit and nonprofit car sharing programs through which tens of
thousands of members schedule the use of a car when it is needed. Car-sharing should grow through:
•  The mandated provision of at least one free car sharing parking space at transit stations and at
apartment buildings with off-street parking;
•  Decisions of corporations, institutions, and public agencies to provide car fleets through car sharing
agencies;
•  Temporary public support for car sharing expansion into new community areas until break-even levels
of membership are reached in these markets; and
•  Decisions of individual citizens to replace personal car ownership with transit, active transportation, and
car sharing.
b. Facilitate Carpooling
Municipalities should work with employers and advocacy groups to create incentive programs for
employees to join carpooling arrangements.

Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH
Implementers:
CMAP, IDOT, Municipalities, Transit
agencies
Priority: MEDIUM

c. Build Bicycle Infrastructure and Facilities
Local governments should expand the network of dedicated bike trails and separated bike lanes on public
streets. In addition, local municipalities and the transit providers should work together to locate secured
indoor bicycle parking in transit stations and in shared parking facilities.

Feasibility: HIGH
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Recommendation 5:

Prioritize TOD Across Agencies
While a list of public policies can set favorable conditions for TOD, substantial public investments are needed to remove impediments to
redevelopment and attract the much larger private investments that will build significant amounts of mixed-income housing, mixed-use buildings,
and functioning businesses in TODs, especially in moderate and weak markets. Collaboration among a range of agencies is required to make these
effective public investments.
Implementers:
CMAP, Municipalities, COGs, State
and regional agencies
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: MEDIUM

Implementers:
State agencies, County and
municipal governments, Private
foundations, Financial institutions
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH

Implementers:
State agencies, Illinois legislators,
County and municipal governments,
Private foundations, Financial
institutions
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: HIGH

Implementers:
CMAP, COGs
Priority: HIGH
Feasibility: LOW
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a. Establish and Direct Resources to Priority Development Areas (PDAs)
The Chicago Metropolitan Agency for Planning (CMAP) should establish a mechanism for communities
with transit assets and TOD planning to volunteer to become PDAs. State and Regional agencies as well
as Councils of Governments (COGs) should pledge to invest in PDAs, using existing resources such as
MAP-21, CMAQ, and CDBG. The San Francisco Bay Area pioneered this “bottom up” strategy, and it has
inspired transit rich communities to plan for more TOD with the knowledge that Regional resources are
available for implementation.
b. Support Sub-Regional TOD Funds
In Chicago’s south and near west suburbs, inter-municipal coalitions have secured federal Sustainable
Communities Challenge grants for the purpose of seeding TOD revolving loan funds. Following examples
of comparable TOD funds in San Francisco, Denver, and Minneapolis-St. Paul, these are structured funds
that integrate public and philanthropic investments with conventional bank capital to finance mixed-income
housing and mixed-use development in TODs. These funds are now in the process of attracting additional
investments and planning their first transactions. These ventures should be supported with investments and
technical assistance; they should also be viewed as pilots for a broader Regional TOD initiative.
c. Support Sub-Regional Land Banks
Following the successful examples of dozens of Regions across the country, communities in Chicago’s
southern suburbs have formed a nonprofit land bank to take title to vacant, foreclosed, and tax-delinquent
properties; remove impediments to the reuse of these properties (such as title imperfections, back
taxes, and environmental contamination); and return the improved properties to the private market. The
Cook County Board is also considering the establishment of a county-wide land bank. Land banks can
be powerful tools for facilitating the redevelopment of properties in potential TOD areas. While these
emerging land banks can act effectively as nonprofit organizations or as agencies of county government,
their capacities could be enhanced by state legislation. The efforts of the south suburban and Cook
County land banks should be supported through intergovernmental cooperation and public and private
investment. These programs should also be viewed as pilots for a potential Regional land bank or a land
bank coalition that would advance TOD throughout metropolitan Chicago.
d. Establish a Sustainable Communities Fund
CMAP and COGs should pledge $1 billion dollars in federal transportation dollars to a competitive
fund that can finance joint development projects and infrastructure improvements that set the stage for
TOD, including structured parking, bicycle facilities, and streetscapes. Because COGs have traditionally
controlled transportation investment decisions among their member municipalities, they should retain
the same discretion and control over the TODs that win awards in the same boundaries. The Sustainable
Communities Fund should function in collaboration with sub-Regional and Regional TOD Loan Funds and
Land Banks to provide the scale of public investment needed to remove impediments to TOD and allow
private investment to flow into TOD across the Region.
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